Though we think of the 1960s and the early '70s as a time of radical social, cultural, and political upheaval, we tend to picture the action as happening on campuses and in the streets. Yet the rise of the underground newspaper was equally daring and original. Thanks to advances in cheap offset printing, groups involved in antiwar, civil rights, and other social liberation issues began to spread their messages through provocatively designed newspapers and broadsheets. This vibrant new media was essential to the counterculture revolution as a whole—helping to motivate the masses and proliferate ideas. *Power to the People* presents more than 700 full-color images and excerpts from these astonishing publications, many of which have not been seen since they were first published almost fifty years ago.

From the psychedelic pages of the *Oracle*, Haight-Ashbury’s paper of choice, to the fiery editorials of the *Black Panther Party Paper*, these papers were remarkable for their editors’ fervent belief in freedom of expression and their DIY philosophy. They were also extraordinary for their graphic innovations. Experimental typography and wildly inventive layouts reflect an alternative media culture as much informed by the space age, television, and socialism as it was by the great trinity of sex, drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll. Assembled by renowned graphic designer Geoff Kaplan, *Power to the People* pays homage in its layout to the radical press. Beyond its unparalleled images, *Power to the People* includes essays by Gwen Allen, Bob Ostertag, and Fred Turner, as well as a series of recollections edited by Pamela M. Lee, all of which comment on the critical impact of the alternative press in the social and popular movements of those turbulent years. *Power to the People* treats the design practices of that moment as activism in its own right that offers a vehement challenge to the dominance of official media and a critical form of self-representation.

No other book surveys in such variety the highly innovative graphic design of the underground press, and certainly no other book captures the era with such an unmatched eye toward its aesthetic and look. *Power to the People* is not just a major compendium of art from the '60s and '70s—it showcases how the radical media graphically fashioned the image of a countercultural revolution that still resounds to this day.
HEAD OF STATE ASSURES THE NATION—

BIAFRA WILL BE MODERN WELFARE STATE

The Head of State and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces, Col. Chukwuemeka Ojukwu, has assured his people that the Biafra will be a modern, welfare state in which all citizens and women who lost their husbands during the war would benefit from the welfare activities of the Government.

By the end of 1968, it is expected to set up some of the Welfare Officers who will be in charge of the welfare activities. Col. Ojukwu also promised that the Biafra will be a modern welfare state where all citizens and women who lost their husbands during the war would benefit from the welfare activities of the Government.

Backward North

The Head of State also assured the Backward North that the Biafra will be a modern welfare state. He promised that the Backward North will be treated equally with the rest of the nation.

A BASELESS WAR

Dr. Biafra, the Head of State, assured his people that the Biafra will be a modern welfare state where all citizens and women who lost their husbands during the war would benefit from the welfare activities of the Government.

Biafra Newsletter (Republic of Biafra), November 24, 1967, vol. 1, no. 3, cover
The Berkeley Barb, September 29–October 5, 1967, vol. 5, no. 12, cover
The Chicago Seed, December 15, 1967, vol. 1, no. 12, cover
2,000 IN BELFAST PROTEST INTERNEMENT OF SUSPECTS

BELFAST, Northern Ireland, Jan. 30—At least 13 persons were shot dead by British troops in Londonderry today when rioters broke out after a civil rights march held in defiance of a Government ban.

BRITISH SOLDIERS KILL 13 AS RIOTING ERUPTS IN ULSTER

Deaths Come as Catholics defy ban on Londonderry March

BELFAST, Northern Ireland, Jan. 30—At least 13 persons were shot dead by British troops in Londonderry today when rioters broke out after a civil rights march held in defiance of a Government ban.

BASKETBALL HALL OF FAME ELECTS ITS FIRST BLACK: DOUGLAS OF RENS

Feb. 5—Six men, including the first black, have been elected to the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame on the campus of Springfield College in Massachusetts. They were Bob Douglas, Eddie Gottshall, Cliff Wells, Ed Diddle, Paul Endicott and Max (Marty) Friedman.

ALL U.S. AIRLINES SET UP A MANDATORY SCREEN TO CATCH HIJACKERS

Feb. 7—Three World Airlines flights from San Francisco yesterday morning when a ticket agent whispered to a security officer, “I’ve got two.” A young couple—the boy was black, the girl was white—was present near the Alaska Airlines, a uniformed officer of the Bureau of the Customs watched the flash of a small blue light as the pair walked between two upper- story police cars.

MRS. CHISHOLM’S EXECUTIVE OF nations.” Needless to say, this political annals, as my mandate to con-

Breach Enforcement Wide Powers Cut

Factories to Work 3-Day Week as Coal Strike Reduces Fuel Supplies

LONDON, Feb. 15—The British Government ordered industry today to reduce its use of electricity drastically because of the national coal strike. The move will mean a three-week cut for most factories.

California Court, In 6-I-Vote, Bars Death Sentences Holds Penalty Is Cruel and Unusual—Basees View on the State Constitution

167 In Prisons Served; Sirhan and Manson Among Them—Life Sentences Ordered by Justices

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 16—Capital punishment was declared unconstitutional today in the State of California.

MISS DAVIS FREED ON $102,500 BAIL

Judge in California Releases Her Under Ruling Ending Death Penalty in State

PALO ALTO, Calif., Feb. 23—Angela Davis, jailed for 10 months while facing murder charges, was released on $102,500 bail last night.

70 STATES REJECT BIOLOGICAL ARMS

U.S., Soviet Among Those Signing Accord That Also Calls for Destruction

MOSCOW April 10—More than 70 nations, including the United States and Britain, signed a convention today that outlawed biological weapons and, for the first time under a modern arms-control measure, requires states to destroy their stocks of such weapons.

HEAVY ATTACKS ENDANGER SAIGON’S DEFENSE OF ANLOC

SAIGON, South Vietnam, Sunday, April 16—The South Vietnamese troops, with tanks and artillery, pounded the town from all sides and hit hard at reinforcements trying to move up Route 13. (South Vietnamese officials said Sunday that enemy forces on the northern fringes of Anloc had hoisted the Vietcong flag. Reuters reported.)

OKINAWA ISLANDS RETURNED BY U.S. TO JAPANESE RULE

Tokyo, Monday, May 15—The return of Okinawa to Japan after 17 years of American rule was celebrated at colorful ceremonies here this morning and boded marking a new phase in the friendly relations between Japan and the United States.

DEMOCRATIC RAID TIED TO REALTOR

ALLEGED LEADER SAID TO HAVE C.O.P. LINKS AND TO HAVE AIDED C.L.A. ON CUBA

JULIO CELSI, June 19—An under-ground group circulating in Mis-

INDIANS RIPPED UP FEDERAL BUILDING

Bureau is Found Littered by Debris After Protest

WASHINGTON, Nov. 9—One hundred thirty men attached to the aircraft carrier Constellation retired for today to obey the arrest the latest incident of random conflict between Indian groups at the site of the Pacifi

190 Refuse to Join Ship: Most Reassigned by Navy

SAN DIEGO, Nov. 9—One hundred thirty men attached to the aircraft carrier Constellation retired for today to obey the arrest the latest incident of random conflict between Indian groups at the site of the Pacific Fleet base.

3,000 IN BELFAST PROTEST INTERNEMENT OF SUSPECTS

BELFAST, Northern Ireland, Jan. 30—Two thousand people, protesting the internment of suspected Irish Republican Army guerrillas marched, sang and demonstrated in Belfast today without violence.

NEW HAT IN RING: MRS. CHRISTOLHO

Representatives is Seeking Presidency as Democrat Mrs. Chisholm Joins Presidential Race

Jan. 26—Representative Shirley Chisholm announced her candidacy yesterday for the Democratic Presidential nomination—the first black woman to seek a major-party ticket.

TERRORIST LEADER SEIZED IN GERMANY

BERLIN, May 15—A Communist official who was said to be the leader of the Red Army Faction, a group of German guerrillas that has terrorized West Germany, was seized here today.

LAKE COMES TO RAISE STANDARDS

Calls for Destruction

TOKYO, Monday, May 15—The return of Okinawa to Japan after 17 years of American rule was celebrated at colorful ceremonies here this morning and boded marking a new phase in the friendly relations between Japan and the United States.

U.S. RETURNS OKINAWA TO JAPANESE RULE

Tokyo, Monday, May 15—The return of Okinawa to Japan after 17 years of American rule was celebrated at colorful ceremonies here this morning and boded marking a new phase in the friendly relations between Japan and the United States.

VICTORY CELEBRATION, HE VOWS TO MAKE HIMSELF ‘WORTHY’ OF VICTORY

WASHINGTON, Nov. 9—President Nixon announced today that the United States, the Soviet Union and Britain would sign an agreement that establishes a treaty that establishes a system to ban all major issues of the 1972 summit.
YOUN CAN'T JAIL THE REVOLUTION
STOP THE TRIAL
FREE THE CHICAGO 8

DOCK THE BAY
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